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1. INTRODUCTION 

To what extent can the classical analysis on Euclidean space be carried 
over to the setting of a complete Riemannian manifold? This is the problem 
we address in this paper. We are particularly interested in the noncompact 
case, since analysis on compact manifolds-with or without the Riemannian 
structure-is quite well understood. Also we strive to avoid making 
unnecessary hypotheses on the manifold. 

We will show that much of the classical theory of he Laplacian remains 
valid for the Laplace-Beltrami operator on a complete Riemannian manifold. 
This includes the essential self-adjointness, properties of the heat semi-group 
e IA, the Bessel potentials (I -A)- =I*, the Riesz potentials (-,)-,‘*, and the 
Sobolev spaces based on Bessel potentials. Our results are complementary to 
those of Aubin [2,3], who studies Sobolev spaces defined by covariant 
derivatives, and Yau 135) who studies the heat semi-group under the 
assumption that the Ricci curvature is bounded on both sides. Several other 
recent papers [6-8, 331 study rncbr’z detailed properties of the heat semi-group 
under special assumptions on the curvature. The essential self-adjointness 
has previously been established in [9,23]. 

We also give some generalizations of an inequality of McKean [ 191, 
which applies only to simply-connected manifolds with negative curvature 
(bounded above by a negative constant -k), and which implies that the 
spectrum of the Laplacian is bounded away from zero. We prove ]lf]], < 
(p/(n - I)@) l/Vf&, for I< p < co and f compactly supported, and we 
investigate under what circumstances Vf E Lp implies S - c e Lp for some 
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LAPLACIAN ON A RIEMANNIAN MANIFOLD 49 

constant c, without the assumption of compact support. Different sorts of 
extensions of McKean’s work have been considered by Pinsky [20,2 11. 

An important open question which arises from our work concerns the Lp 
boundedness of the Riesz transforms V(-d)-‘I2 (the reader should be careful 
to distinguish between these Riesz transforms V(-A)-“’ and the Riesz 
potentials (-A)-“/*, both named after Marcel Riesz). We are able to prove 
this (1 < p < co) only for rank-one symmetric spaces. 

We hope that the results of this paper, taken as a whole, will convince 
analysts that a complete Riemannian manifold is a structure worthy of 
study, a home in many ways as comfortable and rich as Euclidean space. 
The techniques we use are quite eclectic, and often theorems are proved 
merely by combining ideas borrowed from different works. Only an 
elementary knowledge of differential geometry is required, but we will use 
the full range of modern analytic technique. 

Notation. Let M,, denote an n-dimensional Riemannian manifold with 
Riemannian metric gjk. We will assume for simplicity that the metric is of 
class C”, although for many of our results this can be relaxed considerably. 
We assume that the manifold is complete, and this is essential to everything 
we do. We will study functions (real or complex valued) on M,, and more 
generally sections of various vector bundles over M,, , such as the k-forms n ‘. 
and the tensors of rank (I, s), T’,‘. Functions can be regarded as O-forms or 
as tensors of rank (0, 0), but we will usually want to maintain the distinction 
between l-forms and tensors of rank (1,O). We will use standard notation 
and concepts from the differential and integral calculus on M,, including the 
exterior derivative d, the Hodge star operator, the co-derivative 6, the 
covariant and contravariant derivatives Vi and V’, and the canonical 
measure &(x) = & dx. With respect to this measure we form L, spaces. 
1 < p < 00, of functions, forms or tensors, since the bundles /i k and T’.‘ 
possess a canonical norm at each point. 

The fundamental operator we study is the Laplacian A. We adopt the sign 
convention that makes A a negative definite operator. For functions, A is the 
Laplace-Beltrami operator 

For forms, A is the negative of the Hodgede Rham operator, 
A = -(d6 + 6d). For tensors, A = Vi Vj, the contraction of the second 
covariant derivative. The reader is reminded that the Laplacian on k-forms 
and rank (k, 0) tensors are not the same; they differ by certain zero-order 
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terms (the Weitzenbock formula). Although we only obtain complete results 
for the Laplacian on functions, we give as much information as we can about 
the general case. 

2. SELF-ADJOINTNESS OF d 

Let g denote the C” sections of compact support. Then A is a negative- 
definite symmetric operator on g. Let A,i, denote the L* closure of A on GZ, 
and Amax the adjoint of A,i,. The domain D(A,J of A,i, is the set of 
sections f such that there exists a sequence fj in %J such that fj + f in L * and 
Afj converges to an element in L* which we can write AJ: It follows from 
elementary distribution theory that this element can be identified with the 
distribution Af The domain D(A& is the smallest domain we might 
consider for the Laplacian. The domain D(A,,,) of A,,, consists of all 
functions f in L* such that the distribution Af can be identified with an L * 
section, as can easily be verified from the definition of the adjoint. The 
domain D(A,,,) is the largest domain we might consider for the Laplacian. 
We do not know a priori that these two domains coincide; also, although the 
negative definiteness implies that there exist self-adjoint extensions of A,i,, 
we do not have a priori the existence of a unique self-adjoint extension. For 
incomplete manifolds with reasonable boundary there are many self-adjoint 
extensions, corresponding to different boundary conditions. In the case of a 
complete Riemannian manifold, A,i, = A,,, , so A is essentially self-adjoint. 
Proofs of this fact have appeared in 19,231. We will give a new proof which 
is well suited to generalization to L”. The technique we use is the following 
criterion (see Reed and Simon [22, p. 136-137): 

LEMMA 2.1. Let A be any closed negative-definite, symmetric, densely 
defined operator on a Hilbert space. Then A = A * tf and only if there are no 
eigenvectors with positive eigenvalue in the domain of A*. 

To apply this criterion we have to show the vanishing of all solutions of 
Au = Au for u E L* and A > 0. This result is essentially due to Yau [ 341. We 
will repeat the proof for the sake of completeness, and because there are 
some errors on p. 664 of 1341. We begin with the existence of approx- 
imations to unity. 

LEMMA 2.2 (cf, 12, 341). Let B, denote the ball of radius r about afixed 
point P on M,. Then there exists a family of functions 4,+, such that $,,, is 
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one on B, and zero outside B, (take s > r), qtt,,, takes on values between zero 
and one, is Lipschitz continuous, and the estimate 

holds. 

(2.1) 

Proof, Take 4,,,(x) = @((s - r)-‘(d(x) t s - 2r)), where d(x) denotes 
the distance of x to P and Q(t) is a smooth function on the line which is one 
for t < 1 and zero for t > 2. 

LEMMA 2.3 (Yau). Let u be an L2 function, form or tensor that satisfies 
Au = Au for some 1 > 0. Then u is identically zero. 

ProoJ: Consider first the case of tensors. Let 4 be one of the functions 
4,.,. Since 4’~ has compact support we can integrate by parts to obtain 

~(~‘u, u) = ($2, Au) = -(Vj(d’u), V’u) 

= -(@ v’u, vju > - 2 
t 

?.f- u, d v’u 
2ui 1 

Note that u is a smooth tensor since it is the solution of an elliptic equation. 
Now ,l(d’u, u) > 0 so we have 

by the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality, hence C,i I/ $ V’U Ilf < 4 jl V@j/i. jj u /Ii. 
Now if we first fix r and let s -+ co, then I/ Vdjl, --t 0 so ~,./‘,JViul’ =o. 
Since this holds for every r, we have V-‘u z 0. hence Au E 0 hence 
u=~~‘Au-0. 

Consider next the case of forms. We have now 

A(#‘u, u) = (#‘u, Au) = -(d(#2u), du) - @(@‘u), 6~) 

= -(@du, du) - (4’ au, 6~) - 2(4 d$ A u, du) 

+ 2(u, 4 d# A 6~) 

hence 

II~~~lI:+ll~~~l/:~~l(~~~A u,du)l +2l(u,$d$A6u)! 

G 2 ll4lL ll~ll2(ll~ dull2 + II4 6ull2). 
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By elementary estimates (x’ + y* < ~(1x1 + ] y ]) implies 1 x] + ] y ] < 2~) we 
have 

and we can complete the argument as before. Q.E.D. 

THEOREM 2.4. On a complete Riemannian manifold, the Laplacian A on 
functions, forms or tensors is essentially self-adjoint. 

Proof: Combine Lemmas 2.1 and 2.3. Q.E.D. 

Remark. It suffices to assume the metric tensor gjk is of smoothness 
class C2 for the above proof. It would be interesting to know if the 
completeness of the manifold is necessary for the self-adjointness of A. 

COROLLARY 2.5. Suppose f and Af are both in L’. Then also Vf is in L2 
(df and Sf are in L* in the case offorms), and there exists a sequence fj in G 
such that f. + f, A&. + Af and Vfi -+ Vf (or dfj -+ df and & -+ Sf >, all in the L2 
norm. 

ProoJ: Iff is in ~9, then 

/I Vf II* = (Vj.fi Vif) = -(A Af > (tensors) (2.2) 

or 

lldf II* + llsf II2 = -(f,Af > (forms) 

so 

Ilvf II: G Ilf II2 IlAf II (2.3) 

or 
lldf II: + II&-II: G llf II2 II Af IL. 

By continuity these estimates continue to hold on D(A& hence on D(A,,,) 
by the theorem. The existence of the sequence fi is a consequence of the 
definition of D(A,i,) and the above estimates. Q.E.D. 

Remark. This result is essentially proved also in [ 11. A direct approach 
to the corollary seems natural. One would hope to approximate f by sections 
of compact support #f, where 0 is one of the functions in Lemma 2.1. The 
problem is that one of the terms in A(g)f) is (A() . f, and there seems to be 
no way to control 114411, without making some assumption on the curvature 
(cf. [2,3 1). 
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Now that we have a unique self-adjoint realization of A, we can use the 
spectral theorem to define various functions of A. In particular we will be 
interested in the heat kernel elA, the Poisson kernel e-‘-, the Bessel 
potentials (Z -A)-‘/’ and the Riesz potentials (possibly unbounded 
operators) (-A)-“2. 

COROLLARY 2.6 (L2 boundedness of Riesz transforms). Let f E L’. 
Then (-A)“2 f is in L’ if and only if Vf is in L2 (tensors) or df and Si are in 
L2 (forms), and 

II(-4’2f llz = IIVf /Hz (tensors) 
(2.41 

ll(-4"2f IL = (IIdS II: + llaf II:,“’ (forms) 

Furthermore, for such f there exists a sequence f. in @ such that jJ -+ f and 
(-d)“2fj -+ (-A)“tf in L2 norm. 

Proof: Suppose first f and Vf are in L2. Then it follows from Lemma 2.2 
and the dominated convergence theorem that $r,r+l f -+ f and 
VP r.r+, f) -+ Vf as r + og in L2 norm. Since Qr,r+, f has compact support 
we may regularize locally and obtain a sequenceJj in G? such that 1;. -+ f and 
Vfi- Of in L2 norm. Now (2.4) holds for fi E 8. In fact D(-A) 5 
D((-A)‘j2) by spectral theory and Ij(-A)“2fill~ = -(fj, Afi) = llVfjl/i. Since 
(-A)“’ is a closed operator we must have f in D((-A)“‘), and (2.4) holds in 
the limit. The argument for forms is analogous. 

Conversely, if f is in D((-A)‘12), then there exists a sequencefi in D(A) 
such thatA-+ f and (-A)“‘&-+ (-A)“‘f in L2 norm (we can takeh to be the 
spectral projection onto the interval [0, j]). By Corollary 2.5 Vfj is in L2 and 
(2.4) holds. Thus Vfj is a Cauchy sequence in L2, hence by distribution 
theory Of is in L2. Q.E.D. 

We return to the Lp theory of Riesz transforms in Section 6. 

3. THE HEAT SEMI-GROUP 

We consider now the properties of the heat semi-group erA. The main 
result is that these operators are Lp contractions and are unique (for 
1 < p < co). There are many approaches to obtaining the Lp estimates, but 
as far as we know only the present approach yields the uniqueness. We need 
the following generalization of Lemma 2.3, which is also essentially due to 
Yau 134). 

LEMMA 3.1. Let p and q be fixed numbers, 1 <p<q< co. If u is a 
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function in Lp + Lq satisfying Au = Au for some 1 > 0, then u is identically 
zero. 

Proof: Let h(t) be a smooth nonnegative function. Then from the identity 

~@‘h(l4)u, u) = (4*h(lul)u,Au) 

= -@*h(l u I) Vu, VU) - (@*h’(l u I) Vu, VU) 

- 2(#WluI)V$, Vu) 

we obtain the estimate 

Here we have assumed u is real valued, since we may take real and 
imaginary parts of the eigenvalue equation, in order to have uV 1 ul = IuI Vu, 
and also the fact that u is differentiable, which is also a consequence of the 
eigenvalue equation. As before 4 is one of the functions $,,, in Lemma 2.2. 

We choose h so that h(t) = tp-* for t > 1 and h(t) = (E + t2)‘qp2”2 for 
t < 1 - E, where E is a positive parameter that will eventually go to zero. In 
between, for 1 - E < t < 1, we arrange h so that h + th’ >, ch for a fixed 
positive constant c independent of E, this estimate clearly holding with 
c=p- 1 in t> 1 and c=min(q- 1, 1) in t< 1 -s. We then obtain from 
(3.1) and the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality the estimate 

c I #*h(lul) lV4* 

G llV4llm (j~‘h(ulI w)‘” (i,“,,, h(l4) IW) I’** 

Since all the integrals are finite and nonnegative we may divide to obtain 

4’hW) IW* <c -* II Wlk js,,,, 44) IuI*. (3.2) 

Next we let e--t 0, so that 

h(lul) l4* = IuY’ if /ul>, I, 

= Iulq if lul<l, 

which is globally integrable by the assumption u E Lp + Lq. Thus the right 
side of (3.2) tends to zero if we let 4 = #,,, and let s + co. Thus we obtain 
.@(M) lvul* =O h ence Vu = 0 on the open set where u # 0, hence Au = 0 
there, hence u = II -’ Au = 0 too. Q.E.D. 
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LEMMA 3.2. Let p and q be fixed numbers, 1 < p < q < 3. If u is a 
tensor in Lp + Lq satisfying Au = iu for some ,I > 0, then u is identically 
zero. 

Proof: In this case we have the identity 

W*h(l u lb, u> = ($*h(l ul)u, Au) 

= -($*h(l uI> Vu, Vu) - (#*h’(l u I)(0 I u I) 0 u, Vu) 

- 2(4h(lu I>P#> 0 u, Vu). 

We now require the estimate I th’(t)l <ph(t), where p is a constant strictly 
less than one. Again this is true for t > 1 or t < 1 - E, because of the 
assumption that p and q are strictly less than 3, and can easily be arranged 
in between. 

Now we claim IV 1 u I I < IVu/, this being clear in flat space, and then in 
curved space by computing in normal coordinates when both the metric and 
the covariant derivatives are the same as in flat space at the point in 
question. Thus /V / u/ @ uJ < IuI IVul and so 

(1 -P> < #*W) vu, vu) 
< (#*h(luj) Vu, Vu) + (#*h’(jul)(V Iul) 0 u, Vu). 

Combining this with (3.3) gives 

t 1 - d(42h(l u I) Vu, Vu> < 2 IGiWl u lM’4) 0 ~9 Vu>1 

from which we can again obtain (3.2) and the proof can be completed as 
before. Q.E.D. 

Next we recall some facts from the theory of semigroups. If X is a Banach 
space and x E X a nonzero element, there exists an element x* in the dual 
space X* such that IIx*II = llxll and (x,x*)= IIxII*. Such an element is 
called a normalized tangent functional, and its existence is given by the 
Hahn-Banach theorem. However, in the cases we will consider, X being Lp 
of real-valued functions or tensors for 1 ( p < co and X* being Lp’ with 
(VP) + U/P’) = 13 we can easily write an explicit normalized tangent 
functional as c I u Ip-*u for c = II 24 11; pb’. A densely defined operator L on X is 
said to be dissipative if for every x in the domain of L there exists a 
normalized tangent functional such that (x*, Lx) < 0. It is a theorem that 
the closure of a dissipative operator is also dissipative. 

LEMMA 3.3. A closed, densely defined operator L on a Banach space X 
is the infinitesimal generator of a contraction semigroup if and only if 
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(a) L is dissipative, and 

(b) A - L maps domain of L onto X for some A > 0. 

Proof See [22, pp. 240, 3301. 

LEMMA 3.4. The Laplacian on functions with domain g is dissipative on 
LP for 1 ( p ( 00. For tensors the same is true for 1 < p < 3. 

Proof We need to show (IulP-‘u, Au) < 0 for u E ~9. For functions we 
have (] u IP-‘u, Au) = -(V(l u lPw2u), Vu) = -(p - l)(l u IpP2 Vu, Vu) which is 
clearly nonpositive. For tensors we have 

-(V(l u lP-2u), Vu) 

= -(l,u IP--2 vu, Vu) - (p - 2)(1 u [P-3 v I u ( @ u, Vu) 

and as in the proof of Lemma 3.2 we have I(lu lpm3 V It.4 I @ U, VU)[ < 

(lulp-2Vu,Vu).Thus(Iu]P-2u,du)&Osince]p-21< 1. Q.E.D. 

THEOREM 3.5. Let et’ denote the heat semi-group on L2 of functions 
defined by the spectral theorem. There exists a heat kernel H,(x, y) satisfying 

(1) H,(x, y) is a C” real-valued function on R + x M, x M,. 

(2) Ht(x, Y) = HAY, x>- 
(3) j I H,(x, y)l dp( y) < 1 for all x and t > 0, such that 

et”44 = 1 H,(x, Y) 4~) 40) (3.4) 

for all u E L’. We also have 

(4) (IerAullp < 1) u)lp for all t > 0 and all u E L2 n Lp, 1 < p < co, with 
~(etAu-u~~,-+Oast+Oifl~p<~,and 

(5) a/at e”u = A et’ for all u E L2, and these properties continue to 
holdfor all u E Lp, 1 < p & a~, tf we define e”u by (3.4). Moreover we have 
uniqueness of the semi-group for 1 < p < co in the following sense: tf P, is 
any strongly continuous contractive semigroup on Lp for$xed p, 1 < p < 00, 
such that P, u is a solution of the heat equation a/at P, u = Au, then P, = et’. 

Proof: Fix a value of p, 1 < p < co, and let L be the closure of A on ka 
in the Lp graph norm. Then by Lemma 3.4 L is dissipative. To apply 
Lemma 3.3 we need to show also that A -L maps onto Lp, for 1 > 0. If it 
did not there would exist a nonzero element u E Lp’ such that 
(&(A-L)v)=Of or all v E 9. But this means Au = Au, which is impossible 
by Lemma 3.1. 

Thus there exists a strongly continuous contractive semigroup P, on Lp 
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whose infinitesimal generator is L, which by the Hille-Yosida theorem is 
equivalent to the existence of the resolvent (A -L)-’ for A > 0 and the 
estimate /l(A - L)-‘u&, < J-r I(uII, for all u E Lp. Now we claim P, and et’ 
must be equal on L* n Lp. To prove this it suffices to show that the two 
resolvents (A -A)-’ and (A -L)-’ are equal on L* fl Lp, for we can 
recover the semigroup from the resolvent (for instance e”u = 
lim “+# - WnP)- “u and P,u = lim,,,(I - (t/n&-%, the first limit in 
L* and the second in Lp). But if u E L* n Lp and (,I -A) ‘u = v while 
(il-L)-‘u=w,thenvEL*and~EL~sov-~~isinL~+L~andsatisftes 
A(v - w) = n(v - w). Thus v = w by Lemma 3.1. Thus P, = erA on Lp n L2. 

Since P, is a contraction semigroup on Lp we obtain part (4) for 
u E Lp f7 L2 and 1 < p < co. Then we may let p -+ 1 and obtain the same 
estimate for u E L ’ f7 L * and p = 1. We note in passing that it appears to be 
necessary to obtain the L’ theory by this limiting process because the 
methods used above for p > 1 break down when p = 1. 

Now we are ready to construct the heat kernel. Let vk be an approx- 
imation to the delta function at a fixed point x, so that v/” E Q’, jVk = 1 and 
v/k tends to zero uniformly and in L’ as k + co in the complement of any 
neighbourhood of x. Then etAvk for fixed t is a bounded sequence in L ‘, and 
so, by passage to a subsequence if necessary, converges to a measure dv (of 
norm at most one) in the weak-star topology, 

for every u which is continuous and vanishes at infinity; in particular if 
u E G9. But since et’ is symmetric on L* we have l(etAvk)u = jwk e”u and 
this converges to etAu(x) because wk approximates 6,. Thus e”u(x) = 
!‘u(Y> dv,.,(y) h w ere we have explicitly exhibited the dependence of v on, t 
and x. But e”u(x) satisfies the heat equation and so must be a C” function 
of (x, t). Also from the symmetry of e” we have dv,.,(y) dp(x) = 
dv,,,(x) dp(y) so dv must be absolutely with respect to dp, with dv,,,(y) = 
H,(x, y) dp(y) exhibiting the symmetric C” heat kernel H,(x, y). Property 
(3) follows from the fact that jldvjl < 1, and this together with the symmetry 
implies (4) even for p = co. For each fixed y, the heat kernel H,(x, y) 
satisfies the heat equation and so we obtain (5). 

Finally we come to the uniqueness. Suppose L is the infinitesimal 
generator of another contraction semigroup P, on L,, and let (A - L)--’ be 
its resolvent. We need to show (/1 -L)-’ = (1 -A)-‘. Now (A - L).-‘u = L’ 
means v is in the domain of L and (I, - L)v = u. But if v is in the domain of 
L we have t-‘(P,u - v)-t Lv in Lp, hence I-‘(Ps+,v - P,v)+ P, Lv in Lp 
for any fixed s > 0, because P, is a bounded operator. But if P,u satisfies the 
heat equation then t - ‘(P, + 1 v - P, v) --t a/& P,$ LJ = AP, v pointwise. Thus we 
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have P,Lv = AP,v, and letting s + 0 we obtain Lv = lim, + AP,v = Av in the 
distribution sense. Thus v is an Lp function that satisfies (A- A)v = u. But if 
(2 - A)-‘u = w, then w E Lp and (2 - A)w = u, so A(v - w) = n(v - w) with 
v - w E Lp. By Lemma 2.1, v = w, so the resolvants are equal hence the 
semigroups are equal. Actually it is only necessary to assume that the 
semigtoup P, is bounded rather than contracive, for the above argument 
would show the equality of the resolvents for sufficiently large A, then then 
for all J, because the resolvent is analytic in 1. Again we note that the 
assumption 1 < p < co is needed for the proof; we do not know whether 
uniqueness obtains for p = 1 or p = co. Q.E.D. 

THEOREM 3.6. The heat kernel H,(x, y) is strictly positive, Hf(x, y) > 0 
for all x, y and t > 0. 

Proof: First we prove H,(x, y) > 0, which is easily seen to be equivalent 
to the fact that et’ is positivity preserving on L*, u > 0 in L* implies 
etAu > 0. But Simon [28] has shown that this is equivalent to Kato’s 
inequality A 1 u I> sgn ZJ Au for u, Au E L:,,, in the distribution sense, together 
with the technical condition that u being in the form-domain Q(A) implies ]u] 
is in Q(A). But Q(A) is exactly the set of u E L2 such that Vu E L2, so this 
condition is satisfied since V 1 u ] = sgn u Vu. Furthermore Kato’s inequality 
is a purely local estimate, and the proof in the case of flat space (see [22, 
p. 1831) carries over to curved space. 

Finally H,(x, y) can never vanish, because if it did it would attain its 
minimum, which a solution of the heat equation which is not constant cannot 
do. Q.E.D. 

THEOREM 3.1. Let et’ denote the heat semigroup on L’ of tensors. Then 
lletA41p Q I141p f or all uELPnL2 for %<p<3, so etA extends to a 
contraction semigroup on those Lp spaces. The heat equation a/at etAu = 
Ae”u holds for all u E Lp, and et’ is the unique semigroup on Lp with these 
properties if $ < p < 3. 

Proof As in the proof of Theorem 3.5 we show that the closure of A on 
G in Lp, call it L, generates a contraction semigroup if t < p < 3. The 
restrictions p < 3 comes from Lemma 3.4, while the application of 
Lemma 3.2 to show the range of ,I -L is Lp requires p’ < 3 hence $ < p. 
Again Lemma 3.2 shows that the semigroups P, and et’ must agree on 
L2 n Lp, which gives the contraction estimate ]]etAu ]lp < ]] u ]lp on the open 
interval $ < p < 3, and then at the endpoints by a limiting argument. We 
already know that etAu satisfies the heat equation if u is in the domain of A, 
and since this domain is dense in Lp it follows that etAu satisfies the heat 
equation in the distribution sense, and hence pointwise, since the heat 
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equation is hypoelliptic. Finally the proof of uniqueness is the same as in 
Theorem 3.5. Q.E.D. 

THEOREM 3.8. Suppose the volume of M, is infinite. Then for an) 
function u EL*, 1 < p < 00, e’Au -+ 0 as t -+ 00 in Lp norm. 

Proof For p = 2 the result follows from spectral theory provided there 
are no nonzero L2 harmonic functions Au = 0. But the proof of Lemma 2.3 
shows that Vu = 0 so u is constant, and the hypothesis that M, has infinite 
volume shows u = 0. For the general case is suffices to prove the result 
for a dense subset of Lp since efA are uniformly bounded. If 1 < p < 2 we 
consider uEL2fIL1 and use Ile”ull, < /le’“ull; (le’Aul/~ms. where 
l/p = s/2 + (1 - s)/l and the uniform boundedness of IlefAull,, while if 
2 < p < co we use the analogous argument with L” in place of L ‘. Q.E.D. 

Remark. All the previous results about the heat semi-group, except for 
the uniqueness, are valid for the Poisson semi-group e-l-. This follows 
by the principle of subordination, 

e-'&i=7C-1/2 a e(12/4s)A e-s s-li2 ds 
I 0 

(see [31]). 
Although Theorem 3.5 gives the uniqueness of the heat semigroup erA in 

L,, we can actually do better, showing that individual solutions of the heat 
equation are uniquely determined by the initial data if they are in L*(M,) for 
each t > 0. 

THEOREM 3.9. Let v(x, t) be a function satisfying the heat equation 
&/at = Au in R, x M,, where v(., t) E L” for each t > 0 and 
(I v(., t)ll, < ceMt for some c and M and some p, 1 < p < 00. Then there exists 
f E L* such that v = e’“f: More generally if 1 < p < q < co and 
v(., t) E L* + Lq with IIv(., t)IILP+Lq< ce”‘, then there exists f E Lp + L4 
such that v = efAf. 

Proof Let f be any weak star limit of v(., tk) for t, + 0. Then if 
u = v - etAf we have 

II UC., t>ll, < df’ (3.5) 

u(.,tJ-+O as tk+O (3.6) 

in the distribution sense, and u satisfies the heat equation. We need to show 
that these conditions imply u = 0. The idea is to form the Laplace transform 
of u, We = Jr e-” u(t, x) dt. It follows easily from (3.5) that if ,? is 
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sufficiently large then the integral defining WJX) converges absolutely for 
almost every x, and wA E Lp. The next step is to show dw, = Iw,, which is 
clear on a formal level. 

For any test function Q E ~9, 

(4, Aw,) = (A$, w,J = jaw e-“’ (A$, u(t, a)) dt 

with the double integral converging absolutely by (3.5) if A is large. But by 
the heat equation (A#, u(t, .)) = a/&($, u(e, f)) and so 

I 
N 

= lim A 
lk-‘o ,k 

eetA(q4, u(-, t)) dt 

+ e-NA($, u(., N)) - emtkA@, u(., tk)) 

because emNa (#, u(.,N))-+ 0 by (3.5) and eC’k*(#, u(., fJ) + 0 by (3.6). 
Thus Aw, = Aw, in the distribution sense. 

Now we can apply Lemma 3.1 to conclude wA = 0. By the uniqueness of 
the Laplace transform we obtain u(t, x) = 0 for almost every x, hence u = 0. 
The proof of the Lp + Lq case is similar. Q.E.D. 

Remark. The uniqueness fails for p = co. There exist manifolds with 
unbounded curvature for which efA 1 # 1. See [4]. 

4. SPACES OF BESSEL POTENTIALS 

One way of defining the Sobolev spaces LP, on iR” is as the image of Lp 
under the action of the Bessel potentials (I-A)-“‘*. This definition is 
available for generalization to functions on a complete Riemannian manifold 
M,. Whether or not the spaces so obtained agree with other definitions, as is 
the case on IR”, is an interesting question we will consider later. 
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The best way to define (Z -A)-,” is via the formal identity 

(4.1) 

Certainly for a > 0 (in fact for complex a with Re a > 0) there is no 
difficulty in making this precise: Let 

J,(x, Y> = r ; 
-’ a, 

0 1 

p/2)-1 e-f 
H,k Y> 4 

‘0 

the integral converging absolutely for almost every x and y to a positive 
function symmetric in x and y such that 

Then 

(I- 4-““w = 1 J,(x, Y) U(Y) h(Y) (4.4) 

and we have the estimate ll(Z - d))a’2~&, < jlu&, for a > 0 and every p, 
1 < p < 03, as a consequence of (4.3). It is straightforward to verify the 
semigroup property, (Z- A)-n’2(Z - ,4-4’2 = (Z - A)-(a t0”2 and the 
identity (Z - A)k(Z-d)-u’z = (Z- d))‘“-k”Z if a > 2k, and this can be 
used to extend the definition to all a (or complex a) as a group of 
unbounded operators. It is also easy to verify that this definition agrees with 
that given by the spectral theorem for L2 and when a = 2 with the resolvent 
for all Lp. We will primarily be interested in the case 1 < p < co, and we 
now make that restriction. 

DEFINITION 4.1. LP,(M,) for a > 0 is the set of u E Lp such that 
u=(z-4)-“‘2 f v or some u E Lp, with the norm jj u ljLp = 11 u JjP. For a < 0 we 
define LP, to be the set of distributions u of the form u = (I -A)%, where 
vEL&fa~ 
/l~‘lIL~,,+,. 

k being any positive integer such that 2k + a > 0, and I/U 11,; = 
We define LP, = nL”, and LP, = ULP,. 

It is easy so see that LP, so defined are Banach spaces, and for a < 0 the 
definition is independent of k. 

THEOREM 4.2. 
Lt is dense in Li. 

if a > /I, then Lz is contained in Lg, I/ u[[~,~ < I/ u/IL,’ and rs 

Proof. The only nontrivial part is the density, for which we use 
semigroup theory. Let #j be a smooth approximate identity on the line 
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supported in t > 0, and set uj = (qdj(t) e**u dt for u E LP, (if /3 < 0 we 
interpret this as (Z - A)k ( $j(t) et* v dt, where (Z - d)kv = u and 2k + /I > 0). 
Then uj is in the domain of dk for any k, and Akuj = l ((-a/at)k#,i(t)) et* u dt, 
so uj E L;k hence uj E: LP,. Now for u E Lp we have 

as j+ co since e ‘* is strongly continuous on Lp. Similarly we have u,~ + u in 
LiifuELi. Q.E.D. 

THEOREM 4.3. Gi? is dense in LP, for all real a and all p, 1 ( p < a. 

ProojI Because of Theorem 4.2 it suffices to prove G4 is dense in LT, for 
all nonnegative integers k. Suppose to the contrary. Then there exists a 
nonzero v E Lp’ such that lu(Z - A)kv = 0 for all u E 2, hence 
(Z-A)% = 0. We have already shown this is impossible for k = 1. We 
prove the general case by induction. Thus assume (Z - A)kv = 0 for v E Lp’ 
implies v = 0, and consider the equation (Z - A)kt ‘v = 0 for v E Lp’. The 
idea of the proof is that we would like to apply (Z - A)- ’ to this equation; 
however, we cannot immediately assert (Z - A) ‘(I - A)k+ ‘v = (I - A)kv so 
we must proceed more cautiously. 

Let 4(t) be a smooth compactly supported function on the halfline t > 0, 
and consider w = l@(t) e-’ et* v dt. We claim (Z- A)kf ‘w = 0. Indeed if 
uE33, then (u,(Z-A) kt’w) = ((Z-A)kt’u, w) =~#(t)e-‘((Z-A)kt’u, 
et* v) dt since the double integral is absolutely convergent. But then 
((Z - A)kt ‘u, et* v) = (e’*(Z - A)kt ‘u, v) = ((I- A)kt’ et* u, v) because et* 
and A commute on the domain of A, and this vanishes because 
(Z-4 k+ ‘u = 0. 

But Aw = - ja/at($(t) ee’) e’*vdt = J#(t)e-*e**vdt-l#‘(t)e-‘e’*vdt 
so O=(Z-A) kt’w= (Z-A)kj#‘(t)e- * et* v dt. Thus by the induction 
hypothesis j#‘(t)e-*e**v dt = 0. By the appropriate choice of 4 and a 
limiting process we obtain e-O eDAv -e-b ebA v = 0 for all a, b > 0. But 
lie- bebAvJlp8<e-b~)vl~p~+Oasb+co see-“eaAv=O,andbylettinga-+O 
we obtain v = 0 as desired. Q.E.D. 

COROLLARY 4.3. The pairing (u, v) for u E g and v E G9 extends to a 
bounded bilinear form for u E LP,, v E LP’, for a > 0 thus establishing 
isometric isomorphisms between Li and the dual of L!‘,, and between L!‘, 
and the dual of LP,. 

We omit the proof. Next we consider the relationship between the Bessel 
potentials and the Riesz potentials, which are the powers of -A, hence in 
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general are unbounded operators. Again we have in mind the formal identity 

(-A)-4 =r + -‘!1’ t(n/2)b1 et” & 

i 1 

but now we have problems with convergence as t + co when a > 0 and as 
t + 0 when a < 0. Let us say that u E Lp belongs to the Lp domain of 
(-4 -aI2 if T(a/2)-’ J”: t(a’2)-’ e” u dt converges as E + 0 and N+ co in Lp 
to some element u E Lp, and we write u = (-A)-““u. It is not difficult to 
show that (-A)~~‘2 is a closed operator, and the definition agrees with that 
given by spectral theory when p = 2. 

THEOREM 4.4. Leta>O, l<p<co. ThenuEL~ifandonlyifuisin 
the Lp domain of (-A)a’2, and /I uI/,, + I[(-A)““u//, is equivalent to the LE 
norm. 

Proof To show that u E LP, implies u is in the Lp domain of (-A)012 we 
use a method due to Stein, which is based on the identity (t/(1 + f))ni’ = 
1 +c;:,ck(l +t)- k for t > 0, where ck are certain constants with 
c;” ]ck j < co (see [30, p. 1331 for a proof). A fOrma substitution of -A for t 
would show (-A)“‘2(1 - A)-“‘2 is a bounded operator on Lp, since we know 
(I- A)-k is an Lp contraction. In fact. we obtain the identity 
(-A)“/‘(I - A)-“/2 - v - v + C ck(Z - A)-kv for L’ E L’ by spectral theory, 
and then for p # 2 since all the operators involved are closed. If u E Li , then 
u=(I-A)-“‘2 f u or some v E Lp, and so (-A)““‘v E Lp with Il(-A)“‘2cll,, < 
c II 1’ II,.“. 

For” the converse we consider first the case when a is an even integer, 
a = 2k. Since (I- A)k is a sum of lower powers of the Laplacian. we need to 
establish the estimate ](dju]], < c(]] AkuIIp + ]] u I],) for j < k and all u E L” 
with Aku E Lp. Clearly it suffices by induction to prove this for j = k - 1, for 
which we use the identities 

~#‘(t)e’AAk~‘udf=-/#(t)efAAkudt, i 

f y(t) erA Ak-‘u dt = (-l)k-’ [ t,dk-“(t) e”u dt, 

for 4 and w smooth compactly supported functions on t > 0. Since we have 
the estimates 

Q(t) efA Aku dt I/ < Il4ll, ll~k41p~ 
P 

(k-‘)(t)efAudt 
I/ 

<(Iyck-‘)ll, //uI/,, 
P 
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it suffices to find $ and w such that 4’ + w approximates t-’ so that 
j (Q’(t) + v(t)> e*’ A k- ‘U dt approximates Ak-‘u and ]I#]], + j]y/‘k-‘)]l, 
remains bounded. But for this we need only take d to approximate log t near 
t = 0 and v/(t) to approximate t-’ near infinity. 

The above argument shows that there exist Lp bounded operators A 
and B that commute with all functions of A such that (I - A)ku = 
Au + B(-A)ku. We can use this to establish the analogous statement 
for 0 ( a ( 2k as follows: We apply the bounded operator (Z - A)‘“‘Z’-k 
to both sides of the identity to obtain (I - A)““u =A’u + B’(-A)a’Zu, 
where A’ = (I_ A)‘“‘Wy and B’ = (I_ A)‘“lZ’-kB(_A)k-(rr/2) = 
B(I _ A)‘“-k(-A) - k (a’2). Clearly A is bounded, being the composition of 
bounded operators, and the same is true of B’, the boundedness of 
(I_ #“/2)-k (-A)k-a’2 having been established in the first part of the proof. 

Q.E.D. 

Remark. When appropriately formulated, this result remains true for 
p = 1. Also it can be generalized by replacing A by the infinitesmal generator 
of an Lp contraction semigroup. 

We turn next to an application of the general Littlewood-Paley theory of 
Stein [3 11, as improved by Cowling [ 10, 111. The heat semigroup satisfies 
all the axioms of [ 111, but not necessarily the axiom et’ 1 = 1 required in 
1311. 

THEOREM 4.5. If v/(t) is any Lm function on t > 0, the operator 

m(-A) = -A p v(t) e” dt (4.5) 

is bounded on Lp for all p, 1 < p < 00, with norm depending only on p and 
linearly on /I’//lla,. Here m(A) = A j: v(t) ee” dt is a bounded function so 
m(-A) is definable by spectral theory on L2 and then by continuity, 
expression (4.5) then being defined by a limiting process. In particular (-A)” 
for real s is bounded on Lp for 1 < p < co with the norm growing at most 
exponentially in s, for each fixed p, and the same is true for (I - A)iS. 

Proof This is Theorem 3bis of [ 111, the special cases (-A)” 
corresponding to the choice y(t) = r( 1 - is)- ‘t -is. The choice y(t) = 
r( 1 - is))’ e-‘t-” corresponds to the operator (I - A)iS - (I-A)“-’ and 
since we have already established the boundedness of (I-A)“-’ we obtain 
the boundedness of (1 - A)iS. 

Q.E.D. 

Remark. Related results, under curvature hypotheses, are proved in [6]. 
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COROLLARY 4.6. For 1 < pO, p, < 00 and any real a,, a,, the complex 
intermediate space [LFO, LP,‘, I ] for 0 < t < 1 can be identified with LP,, where 
I/p = (( 1 - t)/pO) + (t/PI) and a = (1 - t)a, + ta, . 

Proof: This is a routine consequence of the L” boundedness of (I - ,)j’. 
Q.E.D. 

Next we show that the Bessel potential operators (I - 4))“” are pseudo- 
differential operators of order -Re a. This result is well known for compact 
manifolds (for example, see Seeley (26]), and is essentially known more 
generally, although it appears not to have been written down explicitly. The 
proof we give amounts to little more than putting together some results of 
Hormander [ 171 with the results for the compact case. The reader will note 
that we use very little specific information about the Laplacian. 

THEOREM 4.7. Let M, be a C” Riemannian manifold (not necessaril) 
complete), and let A denote any nonpositive self-adjoint extension of the 
Laplacee-Beltrami operator on GJ(M,). Then the operator (I -A) I2 ’ 
defined by the spectral theorem is a pseudo-dlyferential operator of order 
-Re(a) with principal symbol (--o,(A))-“‘*. where a,(A) is a principal 
symbol of A. The same is true of the Riesz potential operators (-A)-n’2. 

Proof: Let h4, denote the operation of multiplication by d. Acoording to 
the definition of pseudo-differential operator, we have to verify that 
M,(I - A) p”‘2M, is a pseudo-differential operator with symbol 
v(x)(--B,(A))-“‘*g(x) for d and v in %(M,) with support in a compact coor- 
dinate patch fl E M,. Now the idea is to consider a compact Riemannian 
manifold (without boundary) I’?, which contains a coordinate patch 
isometric to R (for notational simplicity we will denote this patch also 0). 
The construction of a,, is routine (see 1271). We then compare 
M,(Z - A)-““!, with M,(Z - 6)-““M,, where J is the Laplace-Beltrami 
operator on M,. Since we know from the compact case (261 that 
M,(Z - 6)-“‘*Mm is a pseudo-differential operator of order -Re(a) with 
principal symbol u/(x)(-~~(A))-“‘~qS( ) x , an d f o course a,(A) = u*(d) on R, it 
suffices to show that the difference 

is an integral operator with C” kernel. 
Now we express the operators (I -A)-“‘* for Re a > 0 in terms of the 

resolvents ((1 -A)Z-A)-‘, 

(,-A)-,/* =&, A-a’2((1 -A)I-A)-‘dA, 
r 

(4.6) 
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where Z is a suitable contour in the complex plane (for example, from -co 
to -1, then once around the unit circle clockwise, then back to --co, where 
J-42 is split along the negative real axis). The validity of (4.6) is easily 
established by spectral theory (see [26]) and of course the same identity 
holds for d: Now Hiirmander [ 17, Proposition 4.81 gives an estimate for the 
difference of the resolvents ((1 - A)Z - A)-’ - ((1 - ,I)Z -2)-l. This 
difference is an integral operator whose kernel is bounded by a constant 
times e-CIAI”“, uniformly on any compact subset of Sz x fi for ] arg ,I ] > E. 
Combining this with (4.6) and obvious estimates, we conclude that 
MJZ - A)-“I’M, - M(Z - 6)-“12M, is. an integral operator whose kernel 
K,(x, v) is bounded. 

Hormander in [ 171 does not give estimates for the derivatives of the kernel 
of the differences of the resolvents. However, we can obtain these estimates 
rather easily. For example, since A = 2 on R, we have 

M,A[((l -n)Z-A)-‘-((1 -n)Z-d)-‘1 

=&[A((1 -L)Z-A)-‘-J((l -A)Z-d)-‘1 

= (1 -/I)M,[((l -/I)Z-A)-’ -((l -A)Z-J)-‘1 

and so the bound for the kernel of this integral operator is ] 1 - I ] e-C1A”‘“‘. 
The additional factor 11 - ,I] is harmless, so we can continue the argument 
as before to show A,K,(x, y) is bounded. Similarly we can show 
Aj, AyK,(x, y) is bounded for every integer j and m, hence K,(x, JJ) is C”. 
This completes the proof for a > 0 and the result follows in general since 
(&A)-42= (z-A)k(z_A)-(a+2k)/2. 

Finally to deal with the Riesz potentials instead of the Bessel potentials, 
we compare (-A)-*‘* with (M, -J)-a’2, where p is a nonnegative C” 
function on A?,, , vanishing on J2 but not identically zero. Then Mp - 2 is a 
strictly positive operator on L2(ii?,) and we may apply Hormander’s result 
as before. Q.E.D. 

Remark. It seems very likely that this theorem is also true for the 
Laplacian on forms and tensors. The compact case is known for elliptic 
systems, but Hormander’s results are stated only for scalar operators. 

5. MCKEAN’S INEQUALITY 

Now we make two additional assumptions on the manifold M,: it is 
simply connected and all sectional curvatures are bounded above by a 
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negative constant -k. Under these assumptions, McKean [ 19) has 
established the remarkable inequality. 

Ilfll,~ * 
(n-l>& 

11-v II: (5.1) 

for all compactly supported functions f for which Vf E L*. There is a super- 
ficial resemblance between McKean’s inequality and the well-known 
Poincare inequality in Euclidean space, but the crucial difference is that the 
constant in (5.1) does not depend on the support off: From this inequality, it 
follows immediately that the spectrum of the Laplacian is bounded above by 
-(n - l)*k/4. Then by spectral theory it follows that all the Riesz 
transforms (-A)’ for Re z < 0 are bounded operators on L*. 

In this section we will extend McKean’s inequality to Lp, 1 < p < co, and 
obtain the L” boundedness of the Riesz potentials for 1 < p < co. In the 
process will obtain a slight simplification in the proof of (5.1). We will also 
consider what can be said if we drop the assumption that f have compact 
support. This is closely related to the existence of nontrivial L* cohomology. 
While our results are not complete, they suggest that for n > 3 the condition 
Of E Lp should imply f - c E Lp for some constant c, whereas for n = 2 this 
is not the case. 

We now introduce the basic notation we will use throughout this section. 
We fix a point on M,, and use the exponential map at this point to transfer 
the polar coordinates on IR” to the manifold. Thus we have a global polar 
geodesic coordinate system (r, u), where r > 0 and ZJ E S”- ‘, in which the 
metric gjk has the form (i ?). We let g = g(r, u) = det gjk in this particular 
coordinate system. The crucial estimate is given in Lemma 5.1. For the proof 
see McKean [ 191. 

LEMMA 5.1. For all (r, u), 

$2(n- 1)&g. (5.2) 

LEMMA 5.2. Let f be a smooth function with compact support, vanishing 
near r = 0. Then 

Proof The function 1 f I is smooth away from the zeroes of A and is 
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everywhere Lipschitz continuous, and la Ifl/arl < / aflarl 
f # 0. We can thus apply the integration by parts formula 

at points where 

with no boundary terms because of the support assumptions onf: Now using 
(5.2) we obtain 

from which (5.3) follows upon integration with respect to U. 

LEMMA 5.3. Under the same hypotheses, 

Q.E.D. 

(n-T)4 
(jj Igl’&drdu)l” (5.4) 

foranyp, l,<p<co. 

Proof: Applying the same argument to IfI” in place of IfI we obtain 

We apply Holder’s inequality to the right side with exponent p for Iaf/arI 
and p’ for If Ip-‘. Since p’(p - 1) = p we obtain 

jjlflP dhdu 

and we may divide to obtain (5.4) since I( If Ip & dr du is a priori finite. 
Q.E.D. 

THEOREM 5.4. Let M, be a simply connected n-dimensional complete 
Riemannian manifold with ail sectional curvatures bounded above by a 
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negative constant -k. If f is any compactly supported function with Vf E Lp 
for somep, 1 <p < 03, then f ELP and 

Ilf Ilp G 
(n--T)& 

IlVf IIP’ (5.5) 

Proof: By choosing the origin of the coordinate system away from the 
support off, we can always arrange that f vanishes near r = 0. Then if f is 
smooth, (5.5) follows from (5.4) and the fact that I3f/arj < ]Vf 1 pointwise. 
The assumption that f is smooth can then be removed by a routine 
regularization argument. Q.E.D. 

Remarks. The theorem remains true for tensors as well as functions. All 
that is required for this generalization is the pointwise estimate I V If I I < I Of I 
for tensors, which was established in the proof of Lemma 3.2. Thus we may 
iterate (5.5) to obtain 

Ilfll, G ( 
(n--T)& 1 

m llVrnf Ilp 

for smooth, compactly supported functions or tensors. 

THEOREM 5.5. Under the same hypotheses on M,, the Riesz potentials 
(-A)* are bounded operators on Lp for Re z < 0 and 1 < p < 00. 

ProoJ Fix z with Re z < 0 and consider the analytic family of operators 
(wZ -A)’ for Re w > -(n - 1)’ fi/4. This is well defined by spectral theory 
since the spectrum of A lies in the interval (-co, -(n - 1)’ \/j;/4), and the 
operators are L2 bounded. On the other hand, if Re w > 0, these operators 
are bounded on L ’ and Lm (this was shown in Section 4 for w = 1, but the 
same proof works for Re w > 0). The growth in norm of these operators as 
Im w -+ co is at most exponential, so we can apply the analytic families inter- 
polation theorem of Stein to obtain the Lp boundedness for w = 0. Q.E.D. 

Remarks. The proof actually shows that (wl -A)’ is bounded on Lp for 

O>,+l>-(nq1)2 k and /-!--+I<++( Ty)*k’ 
P n 

In the special case of constant curvature, the theorem is proved in Stanton 
and Tomas [29]. Essentially the same result is proved by Lohoue and 
Rychener [18a]. 

Next we investigate what happens if we drop the assumption that f have 
compact support. We show first that f must differ from an Lp function by a 
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function of the angular variables alone. This requires no additional 
assumptions on rz, p or the manifold. 

LEMMA 5.6. If f is a function such that af/ar E Lp for some p, 
1 < p < co, then there exists a function c,(u) of the angular variables alone, 
such that f(r, u) - c, E Lp and 

Proof: Let s(r, u) = -iT (af/&)(s, u) ds. It follows easily from Fubini’s 
theorem that f is defined for almost every u, and since @/ar = af/ar we have 
T(r, u) = f (r, u) - c,(u). Th us we need to show that 7 E Lp. 

Assume first p > 1. Now from (5.2) we have g(r, u) -+ co as r + co hence 
for any a > 0, g--(l(r) u) = -I: (a/&)( gpa(s, u)) ds. However, also by (5.2) 
we have 

so that 

I 

a, 
g-a(s, u) ds < 

1 
g-V, ~1. (5.6) r 2a(n - 1) $C 

This estimate enables us to show that J” ls(r, u)j” g”*(r, U) du is uniformly 
bounded in r. In fact we have from the definition off and Holder’s inequality 
the estimate 

I&, u)lp < jrm g-p”2p(s, u) ds)“” 

x irm ; (s, u) I I g”*(s, u) ds. 

We use (5.6) with a = p’j2p and integrate to obtain 

I I+&-, u)l” d’*(r, u) du 
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Now, repeating the integration by parts argument in the proof of 
Lemma 5.3, we have 

for any interval (a, b). If we use Holder’s inequality in the double integral 
and (5.7) to estimate the single integrals this becomes A(a, b) < 
c,A(a, b)““’ + c2, where we have introduced the abbreviation 

A+, b) = jjb IT(r, u>lp g"2(r, u) dr du 
a 

and c, and c2 are independent of a and b. It follows from this that A(u, b) is 
uniformly bounded, hence JE Lp. 

The proof for p = 1 is even simpler. We have 

11 om If(r, u)l g”*(r, u) dr du 

so it suffices to show 

j 

s 

gl’*(r, u) dr < cg”2(s, u). 
0 

However, this follows from (5.2) (as in the derivation of (5.6)) and the 
additional fact that lim,,, g(r, u) = 0 (this follows from the basic facts about 
geodesic coordinates). 

Finally, once we have that f’ E Lp, we can derive the desired estimate from 
(5.4) and a limiting argument. In fact if 4 is any of the functions #,,, of 
Lemma 2.2, then @iis compactly supported so 

by (5.4). But IIa/h$zif)([, < /Ia/arfll, + IlV(all, [I&, and since we can make 
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jlV#llm --+ 0 by letting s go to co, we obtain II.& < (~/(n - 1) \/ir) Il8f/aril, 
by letting r + co. Q.E.D. 

To go further we need to make additional assumptions on the manifold. 
We will assume that the manifold is rotationally symmetric about the origin 
of coordinates. This means the submanifolds r= constant are spheres of 
constant curvature, and the metric has the special form 

( 1 0 
gjk = 0 i A(r)‘hjk(u) ’ 

where hjk(n) is the usual metric on the unit sphere SnP1, 2 <j, k < n. 

LEMMA 5.7. Suppose the metric has the form (5.8) and p < n - 1. If f is 
a fuction such that Vf E Lp, then there exists a function cz(r) of the radial 
variable alone such that 

i 
If(r, u) - c,(r)lpA”-‘-P(r) m dr du < c IlVf 11:. (5.9) 

Proof: Because of the form of the metric, 

IVufh 4 <W IVf(r, 4l, 

where V, denotes the gradient operator on the unit sphere. But the usual Lp 
Poincark inequality on the sphere gives 

,( If Cc u> - W)Ip \/ho du 4 cp 1 I V,f (r, u)Ip &@ du 

for some constant c*(r), hence 

II / f(r, u) - c2(r)Ip An-lep(r) \/ho du dr 

&c jVg(r,u)JPA”-‘(r)&@dudr 
II 

= c IIVf 11;. Q.E.D. 

THEOREM 5.8. Let M, satisfy the hypotheses of Theorem 5.4, and in 
addition assume the metric has the form (5.8). Let 1 < p < n - 1. If f is a 
function such that Vf E Lp, then there exists a constant c such that 
f-cELP,and 

Ilf-clip< p 
(n- l)L/jt 

IlVf lip. (5.10) 
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Proof: It suffices to show that the function c,(u) in Lemma 5.6 is a 
costant. Now from (5.2) we have that A(r) > 1 for r large enough, say r > R. 
Then combining Lemmas 5.6 and 5.7 we have 

(here we have used p < n - 1). Since the measure fi dr du is infinite, this 
can only be true if cl(u) = cl(r); in other words if both are constant. Q.E.D. 

Remarks. Condition (5.8) on the form of the metric seems artificial, and 
it seems likely that the theorem is true without it. In the special case p = 2 
we can relax it considerably. If we denote by S, the sphere of radius r about 
the origin of coordinates, then S, is topologically a sphere and inherits a 
metric from M,. The Poincare inequality on S, is then 

\ If(r, ~1 - c2P>l’ dm du 

<A,(r)-’ \ IVf(r, u)l’ v’m du, 

where A,(r) is the first nonzero eigenvalue of the Laplace-Beltrami operator 
of S,. If we merely assume diam(S,) < c v’=, then by using the lower 
bound for I, in [ 181 we can carry out the same proof as before. 

The condition p < n - I is necessary, however, since it is easy to construct 
counterexamples when M, is hyperbolic (constant negative curvature). We 
take a global coordinate system xi,.... x, for M, with the metric gjk = 
Sj, - (xjxJxi), so that g’” = Sjk + xjxk and g = xi*, where we have used the 
abbreviation x,, = Jl + x: + . . . + x,“. The function j”(x) = x,/x0 does not 
belong to L” for any p > co, but V/e Lp if p > n - 1. In fact a simple 
computation shows Vjf = (6:x: - x,xJx; 3 and V.if = S,{ x; ’ so 

and 

I’IVf(Px,Ldxf [x,yp-‘dx < co 

ifp > n - 1. 
In the case p = 2, there is an immediate connection between (5.10) and 

L2-cohomology in dimension one. If there exists nontrivial cohomology, 
there is a nontrivial harmonic l-form F, in L*. We also have the Kodaira 
decomposition of L* l-forms F = F, + F, + F,, where F, is in the L2 closure 
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of da0 and F, is in the L2 closure of 8~9~ (here ~9~ and Q2 are the Schwartz 
spaces of O-forms and 2-forms), F, is harmonic (dF, = 0, 61;, = 0), and the 
sum is an orthogonal direct sum. Thus F, = df for some function f (the space 
is assumed simply connected). Now Vf E L ’ but we cannot have f - c E L 2, 
for then we would have d(f - c) = df in the L* closure of dg,, (regularize 
#(f - c), where 0 is one of the functions #,., of Lemma 2.2), contradicting 
the Kodaira decomposition. Thus we have a counterexample to (5.10). 

Conversely, if the cohomology is trivial, the Kodaira decomposition is 
only F = F,, + F,. Applying this to dJ we have df = F, because (dJ 6#,) = 
(A a*#,) = 0 for #z E G&. Thus df is the L2 limit of dh, where&E QO. But 
then by (5.5) the sequence {fi} must also have an Lz limit, call itx and since 
$= df we must have T= f - c, proving (5.10). 

In the case of hyperbolic space, it is well known that the L2-cohomology 
in dimension one is nontrivial if and only if n = 2 151. In that case the 
harmonic l-forms realize certain discrete series representation of SL(2, R), 
and in fact the counterexamples above originated with this observation. 

Theorem 5.8 thus implies the vanishing of L2-cohomology in dimension 
one for il4, provided n > 3, and the conjectured strengthening would imply 
the same for all simply connected complete M, with curvature bounded 
above by a negative constant. The vanishing of L*-cohomology is proved in 
somewhat greater generality by Dodziuk [ 12, 131. 

6. RIESZ TRANSFORMS 

In Euclidean space, the Riesz transforms a/&,J-d)-“2 are bounded on 
Lp for 1 < p < co. They are the most basic examples of Calderon-Zygmund 
singular integral operators, and they play an important role in the theory of 
Hardy spaces. We can combine them into a single operator V(-d)- “* which 
takes tensor values. This operator makes sense on a general Riemannian 
manifold. We can also consider more generally, with the same notation, a 
mapping from tensors T’+” to Tr+rTs, and the operators d(4) “* from k- 
forms to (k + 1)-forms and 6(-4)-“2 from k-forms to (k - 1)-forms. We 
will refer to all these operators as Riesz transforms. 

Now the Riesz transforms are all bounded on L2; in fact, they are 
isometric. We have the identities 

Ilv(-4-“*fll* = Ilf II2 for tensors, (6.1) 

and 

l14-W”2f II: + l14-4-“2f II: = ilf Ii: (6.2) 

for forms, by Corollary 2.6. A fundamental question is whether these 
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operators are bounded in Lp, for 1 < p < co. A routine argument involving 
polarization and duality shows that if we can prove 

IIV(--d)-“2fllp GAP Ilfll,, (6.3) 

we automatically obtain the reverse inequality 

Ilfllp <Ap IIVW-“2fllp (6.4) 

and hence the equivalence of the Sobolev spaces Ly defined by Riesz or 
Bessel potentials and the space of all f E Lp such that Of E Lp (Aubin (2, 3 ] 
proves the density of @ in these spaces). Similarly the estimates 

114-d -“2fllp + Il@W"2f IIp GAp llf lip 

imply the reverse estimates 

IlfIIp~ApW(-~)~“2f Ilp + llWK”2f II,) 

and the equivalence for forms of the conditions f, (-A)-"'f in Lp and 
f, df, Sf in Lp. Another interesting consequence of these estimates is the boun- 
dedness in Lp of the projections giving the Kodaira decomposition of k- 
forms. 

In the case of compact manifolds, the boundedness of all the Riesz 
transforms follows easily from the theory of pseudo-differential operators 
and Seeley [26]. We now show the boundedness of the Riesz transform on 
function for noncompact rank-one symmetric spaces. Our proof is facilitated 
by the detailed analysis of the Riesz potential operator (-d)-“2 in Stanton 
and Tomas [29]. Incidentally, the Riesz transforms proposed by Stein 1311 
(Section 5.2) in this context are not the same as ours, and it is easy to see 
that they are not even L2 bounded, for much the same reason that 
L@B(-A) - iI2 is not L2 bounded on F? 2. 

THEOREM 6.1. Let M, be a rank-one symmetric space G/K, where G is a 
noncompact connected semi-simple Lie group of real rank one, and K a 
maximal compact subgroup. Then V(-A)-‘j2 is a bounded operator from Lp 
functions to Lp tensors of rank (1,O) for 1 < p < CO, and (6.3) and (6.4) 
hold. 

Proof. The operator (-A)-“2 in this case is given by a spherical con- 
volution, 

(-A) - “f(x) = /@4x, y)) f 0) d/O), 
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where E is a distribution on the line, 

E(t) = Irn (,I’ +~*)-“~q&(t) Ic(A)I-~ dA. 
0 

Here #A is the spherical function, c(i) is the Harish-Chandra c-function, and 
p is half the sum of the positive roots (see [20]). Let w be a smooth cut-off 
function that is one near zero and has compact support. Then 

~(-A)-“~f(x) = V, j- w(d(x, Y)> E(d(x, Y)>~(Y) 40) 

+ v, i (1 - v(d(x, y)) E(d(x, Y)).!-(y) 44yh 

the first term being the local part and the second term being the global part 
of the operator. 

We claim the local part is bounded on Lp because it is a pseudo- 
differential operator, and because the manifold is homogeneous. Indeed by 
Theorem 4.7 the local part is a pseudo-differential operator of order zero, 
and these are locally bounded in L p, 1 < p < a. To pass from local to 
global estimates is then routine since the cut-off function is compactly 
supported and everything is invariant under the action of the group G (see 
i321). 

Finally the boundedness of the global part is essentially proved in Stanton 
and Tomas [29]. They consider the operator (-A)-“* so it is only necessary 
to examine the effect of the gradient on their estimates (Proposition 4.5 of 
[29]). The key observation is that IV,E(d(x, y))l < I(d/dt)E(t)l at t = d(x, y), 
which is obvious from geometric considerations since geodesics are globally 
unique. The derivative applies only to the spherical funcion #A(t). Now the 
estimates in [29] involve a uniformly convergent series expansion 
&A--P” Cr,(n) e-*kt, and the contribution corresponding to differentiating 
e(iA-“)’ vanishes because it leads to the integral of an odd function over the 
line. Thus the entire effect of the derivations is to replace r,(i) by -2kT,(A), 
and since r,(A) already has exponential decay in k, this is a harmless 
change. Thus the global behavior of V,(-A)-“* is the same as that of 
(-A)-“‘, which is shown to be Lp bounded in [29]. Q.E.D. 

Remarks. It seems likely that the analysis of the local part of the 
operator can also be carried out by the methods of Stanton and Tomas [29]. 
However, they base their local analysis ultimately on the Marcinkiewicz 
multiplier theorem, which is very closely related to the local Lp boundedness 
of pseudo-differential operators, so the two approaches are not so different. 

It also seems likely that the Lp boundedness of Riesz transforms for 
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higher tensors and forms on rank-one symmetric spaces can be established 
by similar methods. 

It would be interesting to consider real-variable Hardy spaces on G/K 
defined by the conditions f E Lp and V(-A)-‘J2f E Lp for p < 1. For 
different approaches to the definition of Hardy spaces see [ 16, 24, 25 1. 

We conclude with a proof that the heat semi-group for l-forms on hyper- 
bolic 2-space (SL(2, R)/SO(2)) is not an Lp contraction for all p. In fact 
consider the Kodaira decomposition F = F, + F, + F, for L * l-forms F, 
where F, is harmonic F, = dfo for f, an L2 O-form, and F, = Sf, for fi an L ’ 
2-form. Since F, = d(-A)-’ 6F and (-A)-“2 6 is the adjoint of d(-A)“2, it 
follows from Theorem 6.1 that the projection F + F, is bounded on Lp for 
1 < p < co. Since the projection F -+ F, is essentially the same operator 
conjugated with the Hodge star operator, it is also bounded on L”. 

Suppose now that we had the estimate 

II efAFIIp G IPIp for all LP1-forms. (6.7) 

Writing F = F, + F, + F,, all three summands are in Lp. We have 
e”F, = F, because F, is harmonic. We claim l(e’AF,I/p -+ 0 as t -+ 00. This is 
immediate from McKean’s inequality when p = 2, and follows by inter- 
polation with (6.7) in general. Again llefAF2/Ip + 0 as t -+ co, for this is 
essentially the same. Thus (6.7) implies that the projection F + F,, which is 
the limit of efAF as f -+ co, is an Lp contraction. If this were true for all 
p > 1, then by passing to the limit it would have to be true for p = 1. 

But the projection F --+ F, is not even bounded on L ‘. Indeed by Theorem 
5.8 there are no nonzero harmonic l-forms in L’ (this can also be seen 
directly in the unit disc model of hyperbolic 2space). Since there must be l- 
forms F in L ’ n L2 for which F, # 0 (since L ’ n L * is dense in L * and there 
are nonzero L* harmonic l-forms), we have a contradiction. 

It would be interesting to know for which values of p the heat semi-group 
is contractive or merely bounded. Also it is interesting to compare the 
counterexample with the positive result (Theorem 3.7) for tensors for 
+ < p < 3. Is the heat semi-group for tensors better behaved than the heat 
semi-group for forms? Finally, even in the case of compact manifolds these 
problems are open. Presumably one should be able to find closed form 
formulas for these heat semi-groups on spheres, and so answer these 
questions definitively in that case. 
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